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A 2020 Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor BookMeet Flubby--the lovably lazy feline who prefers a

purr-fectly laid-back lifestyle!Flubby is a large, sleepy cat who refuses to do the things that

other pets do. He won't sing, catch, or even jump! But when a scary situation brings Flubby and

his owner together, they realize they really do need each other--and that makes Flubby a good

pet after all.The charming illustrations, simple text, and comic-like panels by J. E. Morris,

author-illustrator of the Maud the Koala books, make this a unique format with a narrative style

perfect for storytime and progressing readers.

About the AuthorJ. E. Morris is an author and illustrator of numerous books for children,

including May I Please Have a Cookie? and Please Write Back! featuring Alfie the Alligator, as

well as the Steve and Wessley Scholastic Reader series. --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.
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 This is Flubby.He is my pet.4 5 This is Flubby.He is my pet.

Kim has a pet.Kim’s pet can sing.The wheels on the bus go . . .6 Sing, Flubby! Sing!7 Kim

has a pet.Kim’s pet can sing.The wheels on the bus go . . .Sing, Flubby! Sing!

Row, row, row your boat . . .Plink8 Flubby does not sing.Meow9 Row, row, row your

boat . . .PlinkFlubby does not sing.Meow

Sam has a pet.Sam’s pet can catch.10 Catch, Flubby! Catch the ball!11 Sam has a

pet.Sam’s pet can catch.Catch, Flubby! Catch the ball!
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Kay Peel, “Engaging story for beginning readers. Flubby is Not a Good Pet! is an engaging

story for kids who are reading at beginning 1st grade level. The main character, Flubby, is

based off of a real cat, and just like real cats, does not do what its owner wants. My 1st graders

(I am a teacher) have enjoyed this and the other Flubby book, Flubby Will Not Play with That.”

Sarah, “4 Year old LOVES Flubby. My 4 y/o absolutely LOVES Flubby the cat. We don't have

any pets but, she now asks for a cat just like Flubby. "My favorite thing is that at the end, how

they both need each other". A very sweet, short story.”

AmandaJR, “Need more Flubby books!. My 6 yr old just loves Flubby!”

Live Outside, “Cute story. Flubby can't fetch a ball, Flubby can't jump like a frog, Flubby can't

sing like a bird but Flubby can comfort her when the storm outside is raging (lightening and

thunder) even though he is scared too. They both need each other.Review As a cat lover, I

loved this book. I felt that this book protrays a typical cat. I laughed as I read this book as I

reminsced all the cats that I have owned over the years and how their behavior matched those

of Flubby.In this book, the main character is a girl who compares her pet cat, Flubby with all

friend's pets. This comparsion is like apples to oranges as she compares Flubby a cat, to a

bird, a dog, and a frog. She then comes up with the conclusion that Flubby is not a good pet

because Flubby can't do the things that these other pets can do YET, and I say YET, Flubby

does meet the needs that this girl has when she has them. This my friends, is the important

thing! Can the other pets do what Flubby can do? No! Does she compare what Flubby does to

the other pets? No! So, Flubby is amazing, Flubby is perfect, Flubby is a fantastic pet for her.”

Jess S., “Recommend it to preschoolers to kindergartners. It's a simple and short book related

to pets or more precisely friendship. A lot of repetitions. Easy to understand and good for

reading aloud. It tells little kids that sometimes being there with you is more important than

many other things.”

loveEbook Tops, “excellent first independent reading for 5 year old. This is officially the first

book my son was able to read. Not only was it perfect for him as an early reader but the story

and pictures were just adorable. It had something for both grown ups and kids to appreciate

together.”

The book by Dr. Block has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 66 people have provided feedback.
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